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Abstract
Process control problems can be modeled as closed recursive games. Learning strategies for
such games is equivalent to the concept of learning innite recursive branches for recursive trees.
We use this branch learning model to measure the diculty of learning and synthesizing process
controllers. We also measure the dierence between several process learning criteria, and their
dierence to controller synthesis. As measure we use the information content (i.e., the Turing
degree) of the oracle which a machine needs to get the desired power.
The investigated learning criteria are nite, EX -, BC-, weak BC- and on-line learning. Fi-
nite, EX - and BC-style learning are well known from inductive inference, while weak BC-
and on-line learning came up with the new notion of branch (i.e., process) learning. For all
considered criteria { including synthesis { we also solve the questions of their trivial degrees,
their omniscient degrees and with some restrictions their inference degrees. While most of the
results about nite, EX - and BC-style branch learning can be derived from inductive inference,
new techniques had to be developed for on-line learning, weak BC-style learning and synthesis,
and for the comparisons of all process learning criteria with the power of controller synthesis.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Kummer and Ott [14] have developed a theoretical model of learning winning strate-
gies for closed recursive games [8]. Closed recursive games are games of innite
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duration and a special kind of Gale{Stewart games (see e.g. [30]). These kind of
games are especially interesting since process control problems can be interpreted as
such games [19, 29, 31]. Closed games correspond to control problems with safety
conditions, which say that the process may never reach a \bad" state [32]. An example
of such a control problem is a temperature controller which has to hold the temperature
in a room between tmin and tmax.
Luzeaux, Martin and Zavidovique [18, 20, 21] have developed a dierent theoretical
model of learning to control processes. An advantage of the game approach is that the
setting can be shown to be equivalent to branch learning [14]. Here the learner has to
nd an innite recursive branch of an innite recursive tree. This yields a very easy
model which allows a clearer theory. A further dierence between the two models
is that Kummer and Ott use the standard model of data input and the well known
learning criteria from inductive inference while Luzeaux et al. introduce new settings for
this.
The classical approach to process control is synthesis [9]: First, develop a complete
mathematical model of the process, then, in a second step, compute from this model
the corresponding controller. The eorts to write chess programs, for example, can be
classied as a synthesis problem, since the rules of the game (i.e., a program for the
game tree) are completely known in advance. The synthesis problem has also been
investigated theoretically for innite games, e.g. in [4, 13, 16, 22, 31]. This classical
approach fails for the control problems appearing in modern applications from, for
example, robotics and manufacturing [2, 17, 24, 33], due to the following reasons. Very
often the tasks to be controlled are too complex or just not completely known (e.g.
robots in unknown environment, a chemical plant where not everything is accessible
to measurement or completely modeled, : : :) so that a complete mathematical model
cannot be developed. Additionally, the synthesis of controllers only works well for
easier control problems. This has led to the application of machine learning techniques
in process control [2, 23, 28, 33], taking into account that one can get more and more
data over time about the processes to control.
Our concern is the theoretical foundation of these phenomena, i.e., the power of
learning in process control, and the comparison of learning and controller synthesis.
Here, the game model { or even better the easier and equivalent branch learning
model { allows a rigorous mathematical study of these phenomena. In recursion theo-
retic terminology, controller synthesis is called uniform computation (Uni). In [14] it
was shown that to uniformly compute and to (EX -)learn controllers are incomparable
tasks. Moreover, there are processes for which one can learn controllers, but it is not
possible to learn a complete model of the process, and vice versa. But how big is the
gap between learning and uniform computation? Is there a possibility to measure the
dierence between these two constructive approaches?
In this paper we answer these questions in terms of oracle measures [10, 15]. Oracles
often improve the power of machines. What information content is required of an oracle
in order for oracle learning machines to capture uniform computation, and vice versa?
The information content of an oracle is its Turing degree. We study this question
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for dierent learning criteria: nite (FIN-), EX -, BC- and weak BC- (WBC-) style
learning. The above are oine versions of learning, i.e., the learner outputs programs
intended to control a process. We also study an on-line version of process learning {
introduced in [14] { in which the learning machine directly outputs control actions.
Besides the comparison of dierent criteria { like uniform computation versus learn-
ing, or oine versus on-line learning { we also investigate the classical question of
oracle learning: which oracles are trivial, i.e., which oracles do not help; which or-
acles are omniscient, i.e., which allow to nd an innite recursive branch on every
tree which has one; how do the inference degrees look like, i.e., for which A and B
does Crit[A]Crit[B] hold. (For the meaning of Crit[A] see the denitions below in
this paper). Many learning criteria have direct counterparts in branch learning. The
inference degrees of the counterparts of FIN and EX are very similar to the original
ones. But this is already dierent at BC: BC has two counterparts (BranchBC and
BranchWBC) and furthermore the inference-degrees of both are very dierent from
that of BC: Other than BC none of them has a low omniscient oracle and BranchWBC
has even only recursive trivial oracles. The new criteria BranchOnl behaves similar
to nite learning. For Uni and BranchWBC new techniques had to be developed to
answer the above questions.
It is fundamental that uniform computation is not captured by learning, since the
identication problem degenerates to the trivially computable identity function when
considered as a synthesis problem. This is conrmed by our results providing exact
oracle measures: We show for all learning criteria that if it is possible to capture
uniform computation by using an oracle, then this oracle has to be very powerful: It is
impossible for nite and on-line branch learning at all. For EX - and BC-style branch
learning we need oracles which are omniscient for this branch learning criteria. And in
the case of weak BC-branch learning the oracles have to be omniscient for the class
BC in the classical setting of learning functions.
On the other side EX -, BC- and WBC-learning are not included in uniform com-
putation for more involved reasons. We will see that an ;0-oracle, which is a whole
Turing jump below the omniscient Uni-degree, suces to capture EX - and BC-style
learning. Nevertheless, this also measures the advantage of learning over computation.
The dierence is a whole Turing jump. And weak BC-learning is in fact so powerful
that the distance corresponds to two Turing jumps, which means that only omniscient
oracles give synthesizing machines as much power.
Many of our results imply the separation of dierent learning criteria, e.g. BranchBC
versus BranchWBC . Because, if Crit1Crit2[A] only holds for noncomputable ora-
cles A, then clearly Crit1 6Crit2. Thus, by using oracles one gets alternative proofs
for several of the separation results in [14]. Interestingly, these proofs are sometimes
easier or clearer than the direct proofs which do not use oracles. Moreover, the required
degree of oracles A with Crit1Crit2[A] measures \the clearness" of the noninclusion.
We have already mentioned the technical advantage of the branch learning model
[14]. Therefore the body of this paper is written in the terminology of branch learn-
ing. The relation between branch, game and process learning is the following: game
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learning is just a mathematical model of process learning, and branch learning is equiv-
alent to strategy learning for closed recursive games. The following gure shows the
correspondence between the dierent notions:
Problem: Process Game Tree
Solution: Controller Strategy Branch
The problem of nding innite recursive branches of recursive trees is of independent
interest in recursion theory [8, 25]. In [12] it is studied to what extend (in the sense of
so called k-selectors) innite recursive branches of trees can be computed uniformly.
This approach was combined with inductive inference in [5]. Here the learner receives
input=output examples of f and as additional information an index of a tree T such
that f is a branch of T .
2. Notation and denitions
The natural numbers are denoted by !. We identify sets A! with their character-
istic function. #A denotes the cardinality of A!.
We are using an acceptable programming system ’0; ’1; : : :; the function computed
by the e-th program within s steps is denoted by ’e; s. We := dom(’e) is the e-th
recursively enumerable set. We write We; s for dom(’e; s)\f0; : : : ; sg. REC is the set
of all total recursive functions. Turing reducibility is denoted by 6T . If A is a set, then
A0 is the halting problem relative to A, that is fe :’Ae (e)#g. The halting problem ;0 is
denoted by K . A is high i K 06T A0. A is low if A06T K . A is called PA-complete
relative to B if every partial B-recursive 0; 1-valued function has a total A-recursive
extension. For BT ; this is equivalent to the original denition which states that A
is in the Turing degree of a complete extension of Peano Arithmetic (see [25]).
For strings ; 2!; 4  means that  is an initial segment of . ja1 : : : anj= n de-
notes the length of a string a1 : : : an 2!. Strings 2! are identied with their \code
numbers" according to some xed coding h  i of !, which satises (8; )[4 )hi
6hi]. Total Functions f :!!! are identied with the innite string f(0)f(1) : : :.
We write f  n for the string f(0) : : : f(n− 1).
T ! is a tree if T is closed under initial segments. If T f0; 1g then T is called
a binary tree. Elements of a tree are called nodes. If M ! [!! is a set of nite and
innite strings, then the prex closure Pref (M) := f4 : 2Mg is a tree. We often
will dene trees by only specifying such a set M . 2!! is an innite branch of T , if
f: 4 gT . In this paper we are only interested in the class TREE of all recursive
trees which have an innite recursive branch. Note that according to our conventions an
innite recursive branch of T is just a recursive function f with ff  n: n2!gT .
Moreover, T  n denotes T (0) : : : T (n − 1)2f0; 1gn where T (i)= 1 i 2T for the
unique  with hi= i.
The branch learning model in [14] uses binary trees. One can show that the theory
remains the same if it is based on recursive trees over !:
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Theorem 2.1. For all criteria Crit1; Crit2 which we consider in this paper and all
oracles A; B; if Crit1[A] 6Crit2[B]; then there is a class of recursive binary trees
witnessing this fact.
The proof will be given in Section 9. Since we have discovered that it makes the
proofs in this paper more simple, we base the denitions on arbitrary trees.
EX ; FIN , and BC denote the classes of sets S REC which are identiable by
explanation, nitely identiable by explanation and behaviorally correctly identiable,
respectively. The exact denitions for the dierent learning criteria are the direct coun-
terparts to those given shortly in the context of branch learning. For background from
inductive inference see e.g. [3, 10, 11, 26]. Remaining recursion theoretic notation is
from [25].
3. Example: process control trees
In order to give the reader an intuitive understanding about the connection between
process control and the problem of nding a branch of an innite tree, we provide an
easy but illustrative example. Assume that a process is given which, at discrete times
t=0; 1; : : :, is in a state st 2 S !. For example, the state may be the temperature in
a particular room. The state which the process takes at time t+1 depends on the state st
at time t and on an action at 2A issued by an agent in order to control the process.
This dependence is described by a transition function f : S A! S. The task of the
agent is to achieve that the process never reaches a state out of a given set of \bad
states" B S. Such requirements are called \safety conditions". For example, in the
temperature control problem one may require that the temperature never reaches a value
out of a given interval [tmin ; tmax]. So, in order to control the process successfully, the
agent has to produce an innite sequence of actions a0; a1; : : : such that all si in the
resulting sequence of process states s0; s1; : : : are in S − B.
This process control problem can be formulated as a branch nding problem in the
following way. Let  denote the empty string. From f we build the iterated transition
function f which determines the state of the process after an arbitrary sequence of
actions:
f()= s0;
f(a0 : : : an+1)=f(f(a0 : : : an); an+1):
We dene a tree T by
T := fa0a1 : : : an 2A: (8m6n)[f(a0 : : : am) =2B]g:
Now, it is easy to see that the innite branches of T correspond exactly to the innite
sequences of actions which correctly control the given process. Thus, by nding an
innite branch of T the learner actually solves the control problem.
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In practice, the transition function of a process usually also depends on a distur-
bance and may be indeterministic. This can be modeled using innite two-person
games [6, 27]. Then the correct controllers correspond exactly to the winning strategies
of a particular two-person game. However, as already discussed in the introduction,
the resulting learning model for two-person games is mathematically equivalent to the
problem of learning branches of trees [14, 27]. Since all our studies are based on trees
we therefore do not go any deeper in the two-person game model of process control.
4. Finite and on-line branch learning
At rst we dene the notion of branch learning machines [14]. All learning no-
tions which we consider are based on this type of machines as dened below in
Denition 4.1.
In the world of process control one may think of a learner which has two copies
of the process to control. The rst one is for experimentation (PE) the second for
application of the guessed controllers. We are considering machines without time and
space bounds. Therefore we can assume that the machine may in the limit try all
possible action sequences innitely often on PE . A sensor signals the response of Pe
to the learner. PE may respond in dierent ways on the same action sequence due
to indeterminism or disturbance by the environment. As a kind of fairness condition
we assume that as long as there are possible respond sequences these will eventually
appear. As a consequence we can assume that the learner gets an enumeration of all
action=response-sequences as input.
This assumption may seem a little bit strong, since the learner gets in the limit the
whole information about the process. But note that the main content of our theorems
is that something is not learnable. Thus, the signicance of these results even grow if
we base them on this strong input model.
While games such as chess and Go have nite game trees, these game trees are too
large for exhaustive search. Thus, one has to come up with a strategy by only inspecting
some part of the game tree. Similarly, the following denitions x the question whether
one can nd a controller by only inspecting a nite amount of the process’ behaviour
(i.e., the corresponding innite game tree).
We emphasize again that by the equivalence theorems in [14] in the following def-
initions the innite recursive trees correspond to control problems (or innite games)
and the innite recursive branches to the correct controllers (or winning strategies).
Denition 4.1. As learner we consider Turing machines MA which have access to an
oracle A and converge for every oracle and every input. These machines are intended
to learn an innite recursive branch of a tree T 2TREE . As input we feed the char-
acteristic function of T into MA such that MA outputs a sequence of guesses h0h1 : : :,
where each hn is computed from T  n, i.e., hn=MA(T  n). The guesses hn should
describe some innite recursive branch of T according to the given learning criterion.
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The machine may also output a special symbol \?" to indicate that it has yet not seen
enough data to make up its mind.
In the o-line versions of branch learning (e.g. BranchFin below) the output of the
learner is interpreted as a program for an innite recursive branch of T , while in the
on-line version the output is directly interpreted as nodes of an innite recursive branch
of T :
Denition 4.2. MA nitely A-branch learns a tree T if on input T the machine MA
produces a sequence of guesses ? : : :?eee : : : such that ’e is an innite recursive branch
of T .
A class of trees C is nitely A-branch learnable (C2BranchFin[A]) if there is
a machine MA which nitely branch learns every T 2C.
We write BranchFin for BranchFin[;]. Analogously, for the other criteria considered
in this paper we write Crit instead of Crit[;].
Denition 4.3. MA on-line A-branch learns a tree T if on input T the machine MA
produces a sequence of guesses ? : : :?b0? : : :?b1? : : : such that b0b1 : : : is an innite re-
cursive branch of T . We will say that the machine enumerates the branch b0b1 : : : .
A class of trees C is on-line A-branch learnable (C2BranchOnl[A]) if there is
a machine MA which on-line branch learns every T 2C.
The four types of problems which we are interested in are as follows. Let Crit1;
Crit2, and Crit be some criteria of success for nding an innite branch of a tree
(that is, BranchFin; BranchOnl or any of the criteria which are dened below in this
paper).
Oracle distance between Crit1 and Crit2: For which oracles A and B does
Crit1[A]Crit2[B]
hold, that is, which information content does an oracle B need such that Crit2[B]
captures Crit1[A]?
Inference degrees of Crit: For which oracles A and B does it hold that
Crit[A]Crit[B]:
Trivial degree of Crit: For which oracles A does
Crit[A]Crit
hold, that is, which oracles do not improve the power of Crit-learners.
Omniscient degree of Crit: For which oracles A does
TREE 2Crit[A]
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hold, that is, which information content does an oracle A need to nd, in the
Crit-sense, a branch for every tree in TREE .
In [10, 15] these problems have already been studied for the tasks of identifying func-
tions and languages.
The following observation holds for all criteria which we consider in this paper,
since queries to an oracle A can be simulated by any oracle B>T A. But we only state
it explicitly for BranchOnl:
Fact 4.4. A6T B)BranchOnl[A]BranchOnl[B].
From [14] we know that BranchFinBranchOnl. The following theorems show that
this relation relativizes. This also indicates that on-line learning behaves in some sense
similar to nite learning.
Theorem 4.5. BranchFin[A]BranchOnl[B],A6T B.
Proof. Assume A6T B and C2BranchFin[A] via MA. Then the following procedure
on-line A-branch learns every T 2C which implies C2BranchOnl[B] by Fact 4.4:
On input T  0; T  1; : : : wait until MA outputs its rst real guess e. Then enu-
merate the branch ’e.
For the other direction consider the class of trees
C := fxT : T 2TREE ^A(x)! is an innite branch of Tg:
Clearly, C2BranchFin[A]: Having seen x output a program for xA(x)!. Now assume
that C is in BranchOnl[B] via MB. We claim that the following procedure decides A
in B:
On input x apply the tree T := x(0!+1!) to MB. Wait until MB enumerates the
second node b1. Output b1.
Since T 2C the machine MB will eventually enumerate a second node b1. Then
the output b1 is correct, i.e., b1 =A(x): Otherwise MB would fail on some tree
x((1− A(x))n + A(x)!) which is in C.
From Theorem 4.5 it follows that BranchOnl has no omniscient degree. Moreover,
the BranchFin and BranchOnl inference degrees coincide with the Turing degrees:
Corollary 4.6.
A6T B,BranchFin[A]BranchFin[B],BranchOnl[A]BranchOnl[B]:
Proof. If BranchFin[A]BranchFin[B] or BranchOnl[A]BranchOnl[B] then
BranchFin[A]BranchOnl[B] by Theorem 4.5 and again by Theorem 4.5 we get
A6T B. The other implications follow from Fact 4.4.
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Thus, like on-line learning, BranchFin has also no omniscient degree, and the trivial
degree of BranchFin and BranchOnl is the degree of ;.
In contrast to Theorem 4.5 there is no oracle A such that BranchFin[A] captures
BranchOnl. This demonstrates that besides some similarities on-line learning is still
a much more powerful concept than nite learning:
Denition 4.7. For f2REC let Tf := ff(0)f(1) : : :g be the tree which consists ex-
actly of the innite branch f.
The class fTf: f2RECg has many useful applications in branch learning [14]. This
classes witnesses also the noninclusion in the next theorem:
Theorem 4.8. BranchOnl 6BranchFin[A] for all A!.
Proof. The theorem follows from a well known result in inductive inference. On the
one hand the class S = fTf: f2RECg is in BranchOnl: The learning algorithm outputs
bn for f(n) after having seen the rst string b0b1 : : : bn of length n + 1 inside T and
then outputs \?" until the rst string of length n + 2 within T arrives on the input.
On the other hand S =2BranchFin[A] for all A, since otherwise REC would also be
FIN[A]-learnable for some A, which is known to be impossible { FIN-learning has
no omniscient oracles.
5. Uniform computation
In this section we study the synthesis of controllers from complete models of the
processes:
Denition 5.1. Innite recursive branches can be computed uniformly in A for a class
CTREE (C2Uni[A]), if there is a partial A-recursive function g such that
(8e)(8T 2C)[T =’e ) g(e) #^’g(e) is an innite branch of T ]:
In [14] it was shown that BranchOnl is strictly included in Uni. We now prove
that it is impossible to overcome this gap by any oracle A. For the proof we introduce
certain families of trees which will also be used later in this paper:
Denition 5.2. For f2REC we dene the tree
Rf := fef(e)a0a1    an: (8m6n)[am= s[’e; s(m) #=f(m)]]g:
For S REC we set B(S) := fRf: f2 Sg. Note that eb is in Rf i b=f(e).
Lemma 5.3. For every recursive f the tree Rf is recursive and has innite recursive
branches extending e i ’e=f. Indices for f; Rf and innite recursive branches of
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Rf can be computed uniformly from each other. Moreover; enumerations of f and
Rf can be translated eectively into each other; i.e.; there are computable functions
g1; : : : ; g4 such that f(n)= g1(Rf  g2(n)) and Rf(n)= g3(f  g4(n)).
Theorem 5.4. Uni 6BranchOnl[A] for all A!.
Proof. From Lemma 5.3 it follows that B(REC) is in Uni. If B(REC) were in
BranchOnl[A] via MA then REC would be in FIN[A] by the following algorithm,
which yields a contradiction:
From the input f(0)f(1)    compute an enumeration of Rf and feed it into MA.
Wait until MA enumerates the rst node b0 of an innite recursive branch of
Rf. Output b0.
By Lemma 5.3 the output b0 is an index of f.
Compared to BranchFin[A], uniform computation behaves similar to on-line learning,
at least for A6T K :
Theorem 5.5. For all A6T K : BranchFin[A]Uni[B],A6T B.
Proof. The proof of BranchFinUni in [14] relativizes for A6T B.
So, it remains to show the only if part. Since A6T K , by the Limit Lemma there
exists a computable u : !2!! such that A= x:lims!1 u(x; s). Consider the class C
of all trees Tx where
Tx := fxia0a1    an: i2f0; 1g^ a0<a1<   <an ^
(8m6n)[u(x; am)= i]g:
Obviously, C is in BranchFin[A]. Now assume C2Uni[B] via some partial B-recursive
function g. We choose an h2REC with Tx =’h(x) for all x. Then x:’g(h(x))(1) decides
A relative in B.
The omniscient degree of Uni has already been determined in [14]:
Fact 5.6. TREE 2Uni[A],A>T K 0.
The more dicult part ()) of Fact 5.6 follows also from Theorem 8.8 below.
A corollary of Theorem 5.5 is that the degree-structure of Uni below K coincides
with the Turing degrees:
Corollary 5.7. For all A6T K : Uni[A]Uni[B],A6T B.
This result can even be strengthened to the following theorem: In the proof it is con-
venient to use the result of Dekker and Myhill [25, Theorem II.6.13] that every Turing
degree contains a retracable set. A set A= fa0<a1<   g is retracable if there exists
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a partial computable function  such that  (a0) #= a0 and, for all n;  (an+1) #= an.
It is easy to see that a retracable set, which is recursively enumerable in B, is already
computable in B.
Theorem 5.8. (1) Uni[A] =Uni,A recursive.
(2) If BT K then: Uni[A]Uni[B],A6T B.
Proof. Since (1) follows from (2), we only have to prove (2):
(() : Follows from Fact 4.4.
()) : Since every Turing degree contains a retracable set, we assume w.l.o.g. that
A is retracable. Now, to get A6T B it suces to show that A is r.e. in B. We set
Tx;y := fxy0s: y =2Ksg[ fxyz!: z>0^y2Kzg
and consider the class
C := fTx;y: (x2A^y =2K)_ (x =2A^y2K)g:
C is in Uni[A]:
From an index e of a tree Tx;y 2C rst extract x and y. If x2A then we know
that y =2K . Thus xy0! is an innite recursive branch of Tx;y. If x =2A it follows
y2K . Then xyz! with z= s[y2Ks] is an innite recursive branch of Tx;y.
Since Uni[A]Uni[B] the class C is also in Uni[B] via some (partial) machine MB.
We choose a computable h :!2!! with (8x; y)[’h(x; y) =Tx;y]. Consider the set
X := fx: (9s; y)[y2Ks ^ xy04’MBs (h(x; y)); s]g
of all x such that for some y2K the machine MB on input Tx;y outputs a branch (or
a partial function) beginning with xy0. X is recursively enumerable in B. We claim
that A=X :
If x =2A then for all y2K the machine MB will on input Tx;y output a branch begin-
ning with xyz for some z>0 since Tx;y 2C and Tx;y has no innite branch beginning
with xy0. Therefore x is not in X . It follows that X A.
Now let x2A. Then for all y =2K the machine MB will on input Tx;y output a branch
beginning with xy0 since Tx;y 2C and xy0! is the only innite recursive branch of
Tx;y. Assume that there is no y2K such that MB on input Tx;y outputs an i with
xy04’i. Then K = fy: (9s)[xy04’MBs (h(x; y)); s]g and thus K is r.e. in B. Since K
is r.e. it follows K6T B which contradicts the assumption K 
T B. Hence, there is
a y2K with xy04’MB(h(x;y)) which implies x2X . We get AX which completes
the proof of A=X .
Thus, A is r.e. in B and, since A is retracable, A is in fact Turing reducible to B.
By using dierent trees the above proof can be adapted to cover the case A; B>T K .
These trees are based on an idea similar to that used in [14, Theorem 6]. However,
the construction which we present here is easier. Therefore, the trees introduced in
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the following theorem can also be used to give easier proofs for [14, Theorem 9 and
Proposition 21].
Theorem 5.9. For all A; B>T K : Uni[A]Uni[B],A6T B or B>T K 0.
Proof. ((): Follows from Fact 4.4 and Fact 5.6.
()): Assume that BT K 0 and w.l.o.g. that A is retracable. We dene
Ten := fkn: #We;n<kg;
T einf := f0a0a1    an: (8m6n)[#We>m^ am= s[#We; s>m]]g;
Te := Ten [Teinf :
T en has an innite recursive branch i We is nite and T
e
inf has an innite branch i We
is innite. Thus, all Te have an innite recursive branch. Moreover, if  is an innite
recursive branch of Te then (0)= 0 i We is innite.
Set Tx;y := xyTy. Fin := fe: We niteg and Inf := fe: We inniteg are the index sets
of the nite and innite r.e. sets, respectively. We consider the class
C := fTx;y: (x2A^y2Fin)_ (x =2A^y2 Inf )g:
C is in Uni[A]:
From an index e of a tree Tx;y 2C rst extract x and y. If x2A then we know
that y2Fin. Since A>T K; we can use a K-oracle to compute a number k with
(8n)[#Wy;n<k]. Then xyk! is an innite recursive branch of Tx;y. If x =2A it
follows that y2 Inf . Then xya0a1    with am= s[#Wy; s>m] for m=0; 1;    is
an innite recursive branch of Tx;y.
Since Uni[A]Uni[B] the class C is also in Uni[B] via some (partial) machine MB.
We choose a computable h :!2!! with (8x; y)[’h(x; y) =Tx;y]. Since Fin is r.e. in K
there is a B-recursive approximation (Fins)s2! of Fin. Consider the set
X := fx: (9s; y)[y2Fins ^ xy04’MBs (h(x; y)); s]g
of all x such that for some y2Fin the machine MB on input Tx;y outputs a branch (or
a partial function) beginning with xy0. X is recursively enumerable in B. We claim
that A=X :
If x =2A then for all y2Fin the machine MB will on input Tx;y output a branch
beginning with xyk for some k>0 since Tx;y 2C and Tx;y has no innite branch
beginning with xy0. Therefore x is not in X . It follows that X A.
Now let x2A. Then for all y2 Inf the machine MB will on input Tx;y output
a branch beginning with xy0 since Tx;y 2C and xy0! is the only innite recursive
branch of Tx;y. Assume that there is no y2Fin such that MB on input Tx;y outputs
an i with xy04’i. Then Inf = fy: (9s)[xy04’MBs (h(x; y)); s]g which implies that Inf is
r.e. in B. Since Fin is r.e. in K , and thus r.e. in B, it follows K 0T Inf 6T B which
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contradicts the assumption K 0 
T B. Hence, there is a y2K with xy04’MB(h(x; y))
which implies x2X . We get AX which completes the proof of A=X .
Thus, A is r.e. in B and, since A is retracable, A is in fact Turing reducible to B.
In summary, except the case (A
T K ^K 
T A^B>T K), we were able to prove
that Uni[A]Uni[B] i A6T B or B>T K 0. The following theorem shows that this
proposition indeed does not hold for arbitrary A; B:
Theorem 5.10. There are oracles A and B not above K 0 such that Uni[A]Uni[B]
but A
T B. In fact; even A
T B0 can be achieved.
Proof. A relativization of [25, Exercise V.5.7] yields that there are uncountably many
Turing degrees above K which are hyperimmune-free relative to K , i.e., every total
function computed relative to such a degree is dominated by a total function computable
relative to K . Thus there is some oracle A0 which is hyperimmune-free relative to K
but is not below K 00. A0 is (Turing equivalent to) the jump of some oracle A by the
jump inversion Theorem [25, Theorem V.2.24]; moreover, this A can be chosen such
that A0T AK . Thus, A
T K 00 since otherwise A0T AK6T K 00.
By a relativization of the Low Basis Theorem to K [25, Theorem V.5.32] there is
an oracle B such that B is PA-complete relative to K and K<TB<TK 0. Now these
oracles A and B satisfy the required properties:
(I) A and B are not above K 0: K 0 and any degree above it are hyperimmune relative
to K ; thus A 6>T K . Furthermore B 6>T K 0 by the choice of B.
(II) A
T B: This also follows from the choice of A and B. A is not below K 00 by
the choice of A and since B6T K 0; A is not below B and also not below B0.
(III) Uni[A]Uni[B]: Let C2Uni[A] via a partial A-recursive function. Then this
function has a total extension f relative to A0. By the choice of A0; f has a K-recursive
majorant g. Thus, every tree T 2C given as ’e has an innite branch with an index
below g(e). Now let
h(i; s)=max fx: (8y<x)[’i; s(y)#]^’i  x2’eg:
Note that ’i is an innite branch of T i h(i; s) converges to 1 for s!1. Since B
is PA-complete in K , the oracle B has an algorithm B(e; j) which solves the following
problem:
B(e; j) outputs always a number i6j such that h(i; s) converges to 1 whenever
some index below j has this property.
So B(e; j) always nd an index of some innite branch of T whenever this tree has such
a branch with index below j. Taking now B(e; g(e)), this algorithm outputs an index
for an innite branch of ’e whenever some index below g(e) identies such a branch
{ and this is true for all trees ’e 2C. Thus, C2Uni[B] and Uni[A]Uni[B].
From Theorems 4.5 and 5.5 we get:
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Corollary 5.11. For all A6T K : BranchOnl[A]Uni[B])A6T B.
We will now show that the other direction in Corollary 5.11 does not hold in general,
i.e., that the inclusion BranchOnl Uni from [14] does not relativize. The intuitive
reason is that the Uni-machine can only ask nitely many queries to its oracle while
the BranchOnl-machine may ask innitely many queries during the enumeration of
a branch.
Theorem 5.12. For all PA-complete A: BranchOnl[A]Uni[B],K 06T B; that is;
TREE 2Uni[B].
Proof. ((): Follows from Fact 5.6.
()): Kummer and Stephan [15] have constructed a family of 0; 1-valued functions
f’g(i)gi2!(g2REC) such that
 1i04’g(i),
 ’g(i)(x) is undened for at most one x,
 if Wi is nite and ’e is a total extension of ’g(i) then e>#Wi.
For every i we dene a recursive binary tree Ti according to
Ti := fa0    an: 1i04 a0    an ^ (8m6n)[:(’g(i); n(m) # 6= am)]g:
Note that the only innite recursive branches of Ti are the total recursive 0; 1-valued
extensions of ’g(i).
Consider the recursive function f(i; ) which checks simultaneously whether the
subtrees above 0 or 1 in Ti are nite and outputs (1− j) if it detects rst that the
subtree above j is nite for j2f0; 1g. f(i; ) is undened if none of the two subtrees
is nite.
Since A is PA-complete there is a 0; 1-valued A-recursive extension h of f(i; ).
Thus, we have for all :
f2Ti: 4 g innite )f2Ti: h(i; )4 g innite:
Now, C := fTi: i2!g is in BranchOnl[A] via a machine MA which simply follows
the A-recursive function h after it has decoded i from the beginning of the input tree.
Assume now that C is in Uni[B] via some partial B-recursive function  . Then the
index set Inf := fi2!: Wi inniteg is r.e. in B, since Inf = fi: (9s)[#Wi; s> (u(i))]g
where u2REC with (8i)[Ti=’u(i)]. Note that range(u) dom( ). If Wi is innite then
clearly there is an s with #Wi; s> (u(i)). And if there exists an s with #Wi; s> (u(i))
then Wi must be innite since ’ (u(i)) is a total extension of ’g(i).
Inf is 2-complete and thus the halting problem K and its complement are both
m-reducible to Inf . So K and its complement are enumerable relative to B and thus
K6T B. So the set Fin= fi: Wi niteg is not only enumerable relative to K but also
relative to B. Since Fin is the complement of Inf , it follows that Inf is computable
relative to B, i.e. K 0T Inf 6T B.
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6. Uniform computation via total functions
In the denition of Uni[A] (Denition 5.1) we allowed the uniform computation
procedure to be partial, i.e. the procedure may not converge on inputs which are not
indices for a tree in the class under consideration. Certainly, this is a natural approach
since it abstracts from strange inputs. Actually, for the class Uni (i.e. A recursive) there
is no dierence if we require that the uniform computation procedures should be total.
In this case, every uniform computation procedure is simply a computable program
transformation, which can always be made total by using, e.g., the Smn -Theorem. But
for non-recursive oracles the two notions do not coincide as we will see shortly. We
also give further examples in this section which show that the variant of Uni, where
the uniform computation procedures are required to be total, behaves very dierently
than Uni.
Denition 6.1. CTREE is in TUni[A] if C2Uni[A] via some total A-recursive
function.
Let us rst write down some simple observations:
Fact 6.2. (1) TUni[A]Uni[A];
(2) TUni=Uni;
(3) Uni[A]TUni[A0].
(3) holds since for every partial A-recursive function g one can check relative in A0
whether g(e) #.
The following theorem shows that the omniscient degree of TUni is one Turing
jump higher than that of Uni:
Theorem 6.3. TREE 2TUni[A],A>T K 00.
Proof. ((): By Fact 5.6 the class TREE is in Uni[K 0] via some partial function
f6T K 0. This function has a total K 00-recursive extension g and thus TREE is in
TUni[K 00] via the total function g.
()): Dene
Te := fka0    an: (8m6n)[am= s[fk; : : : ; k + mgWe; s]]g:
Te contains innite recursive branches i We is conite. Moreover, if 2REC is an
innite branch of Te then max We<(0). It follows that C := fTe: We coniteg is
a subclass of TREE . Assume, that TREE 2TUni[A] via the total function f6T A.
Then, we have also C2TUni[A] via f. Dene g2REC according to ’g(k) := m:s
[fk; : : : ; k+mg2We; s]. Thus, max We<k i ’g(k) is total. We choose an h2REC with
(8e)[’u(e) =Te]. Now, if We is conite then ’f(u(e)) is an innite recursive branch
of Te, thus, k :=’f(u(e))(0) is dened and ’g(k) is total. Otherwise, if We is coinnite
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then either k :=’f(u(e))(0) is undened or, if it is dened, then ’g(k) is not total. At
all we get
(8e)[We is conite , k :=’f(u(e))(0) is dened and ’g(k) is total]:
The test on the right side is recursive in AK 0. Note that we use the totality of f
here. But K 0 is Turing reducible to A by Fact 5.6, since TREE is also in Uni[A]
via f, i.e. AK 0T A. At all we get K 00T fe: We coniteg6T AK 0T A.
It follows from Theorem 6.3 that Uni[K 0] 6TUni[K 0]. The corresponding result also
holds for the oracle K :
Theorem 6.4. Uni[K] 6TUni[K].
Proof. Let f6T K be a partial 0; 1-valued function which has no total K-recursive
extension. Since f is partial recursive in K , by the Limit Lemma there is a total
recursive h : !2!! with f= x:lims!1 h(x; s) and a so called modulus function
m6T K satisfying (8s>m(x))[h(x; s)=f(x)]. Let
Tx := fxikn: i2f0; 1g^ (8m6n)[h(x; k + m)= i]g:
For all x2 dom(f) the tree Tx has an innite recursive branch <  i i=f(x). We
set C := fTx: x2 dom(f)g. Since xf(x)m(x)! is an innite recursive branch of Tx for
all x2 dom(f), the class C is in Uni[K].
Assume now that C2TUni[K] via some total function g6T K . Let h2REC with
(8x)[’h(x) =Tx] be given. Consider the function
F := x:

’g(h(x))(1) if ’g(h(x))(1) #;
0 otherwise.
Since g is total, the test whether ’g(h(x))(1) is dened is recursive in K . Thus, F is
a total K-recursive function. If x2 dom(f) then ’g(h(x)) is an innite recursive branch
of Tx which implies ’g(h(x))(1) #=f(x). I.e. F is a total K-recursive extension of f,
which is a contradiction.
Note that Uni[K 00] =Uni[K 0] while TUni[K 00] 6TUni[K 0]. Furthermore, Theorem
5.10 generalizes to TUni since it actually shows that TUni[A0] is contained in TUni[B].
Thus it provides a counterexample to a generalization of Theorem 5.9 to TUni. So
the following holds:
Theorem 6.5. The structures \Uni[A]Uni[B]" and \TUni[A]TUni[B]" are
incomparable: There are A1; B1 with Uni[A1]Uni[B1]; TUni[A1] 6TUni[B1] and
A2; B2 with Uni[A2] 6Uni[B2] and TUni[A2]TUni[B2].
Nevertheless, Theorem 5.8 can be generalized to TUni:
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Theorem 6.6. (1) TUni[A] =TUni,A recursive.
(2) If BT K then: TUni[A]TUni[B],A6T B.
Proof. The second statement implies the rst one by taking B= ;. So it is sucient
to prove the second one. For this, we assume without loss of generality that A is
retracable.
If x>1 we write log(x) for the unique n with 2n6x<2n+1. The trees Tx;y and the
class C of Theorem 5.8 are adapted in the following way:
Tx;y = fxy0s: y =2Ksg[ fxyz!: z>0^y2Kzg;
C = fTx;y: A(log(x)) 6=K(y)^ log(x)6e + 2 for all programs e of Tx;yg:
Each tree Tx;y has a dierent index. Let A(i) 6=K(y). Then there are 2i dierent trees
Tx;y with i= log(x). More than 2i−1 + 2i−2 of them have only indices e larger than
2i−2; so e + 2>log(x) for these trees and these trees are in C.
Furthermore, note that the Uni[A] procedure in the proof of Theorem 5.8 on input
Tx;y uses A only to compute A(x); so for the modied tree Tx;y 2C, the procedure needs
only A(log(x)) and just succeeds if the string e=A(0)A(1)   A(e+2) is supplied. This
allows to adapt the old procedure of Theorem 5.8 to TUni[A]: The TUni[A]-learner
generates an index e0 which contains the nite string e via padding and simulates the




x if a=0 and x2Te;
y if a=1 and xy2Te;
0 if a>1 and xy2Te and e(log(x)) # =1;
z if a>1 and xy2Te and e(log(x)) # =0
and y2Kz − Kz−1;
" otherwise.
Here the algorithm takes always the rst x and rst xy found in Te. If such are
not found or are discovered not to be unique then the algorithm to compute ’e0(a)
does not terminate and does not make any output. While ’e0 may be partial, the
index e0 is always found and so the algorithm to compute e0 is a total A-recursive
algorithm.
Now the rest of the proof of Theorem 5.8 is adapted to work also for the new
denitions of Tx;y and C. Let MB be a B-recursive Uni[B]-learner for C and one
shows that A6T B follows from the existence of such a learner MB. Hereby, the set
X is now dened as follows:
X = fi: (9s; y) [y2Ks ^ xy04’MBs (h(x;y)); s
for the majority of all x with i = log(x)]g:
The set X is enumerable relative to B. Again it is shown that X = A. This fact implies
that A is also enumerable relative to B and since A is retracable, A is also recursive
in B. The next paragraph shows that AX while the last one shows that X A.
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If i 62A then for all y2K the machine MB will for the majority of all x2f2i ; 2i +
1; : : : ; 2i+1 − 1g on input Tx;y output a branch beginning with xyz for some z>0 since
Tx;y 2C and Tx;y has no innite branch beginning with xy0. Therefore i is not in X . It
follows that X A.
Now let i2A. Then for all y 62K and for the majority of the x2f2i ; 2i+1; : : : ; 2i+1
− 1g the machine MB will on input Tx;y output a branch beginning with xy0 since
Tx;y 2C and xy0! is the only innite recursive branch of Tx;y. Assume that there is
no y2K such that MB outputs for the majority of the x2f2i ; 2i + 1; : : : ; 2i+1 − 1g on
input Tx;y a j with xy04’j. Then K is just the set of all y such that for the majority
of all x2f2i ; 2i + 1; : : : ; 2i+1 − 1g there is an s with xy04’MBs (h(x;y)); s and thus K
is enumerable relative to B. Since K is enumerable it follows that K6T B which
contradicts the assumption K
T B. Hence, there is a y2K with xy04’MB(h(x;y)) for
the majority of all x2f2i ; 2i + 1; : : : ; 2i+1 − 1g which implies i2X . So AX and the
proof of A = X is completed.
7. EX-style branch learning
Of course, nite learning is a very restricted kind of learning. The learner gets more
power if he only has to (syntactically) learn a controller in the limit [11]:
Denition 7.1. MA EX [A]-branch learns a tree T if on input T the machine MA
produces a sequence of guesses h0h1 : : : hneee : : : such that ’e is an innite recursive
branch of T .
A class of trees C is EX [A]-branch learnable (C2BranchEx[A]) if there is a
machine MA which EX [A]-branch learns every T 2C.
The following results (except 7.2.1, which is folklore) can be obtained by modifying
the proofs from the corresponding results in inductive inference [1, 10, 15]. We will
need the notion of 1-generic sets:
A set G is called 1-generic if for every recursively enumerable set W f0; 1g there
is a string G(0)G(1)G(2) : : : such that either 2W or  62W for all < .
As in [10] we write G(A) if either A is computable or there exists a 1-generic set
G with AT G6T K .
Fact 7.2. (1) A6T K)BranchFin[A]BranchEx.
(2) For all A: BranchEx1 6BranchFin[A]; where BranchEx1 means EX-branch
learnable with at most one mind change (from [10]).
(3) BranchEx[A] = BranchEx,G(A) (from [10]).
(4) TREE 2BranchEx[A],A is high (from [1]).
(5) For all r.e. A: BranchEx[A]BranchEx[B],A6T B or B is high (from [15]).
Note that Fact 7.2.2 is very tight since EX -style branch learning without any mind
changes (BranchEx0) is already equivalent to nite branch learning [7].
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From [14] we know that BranchEx is incomparable with BranchOnl and Uni. In
analogy to the case of Uni (Theorem 5.4) it is also impossible to capture BranchEx1
by BranchOnl[A] for any oracle A:
Theorem 7.3. For all A: BranchEx1 6BranchOnl[A].
Proof. Consider the class C := fT 2TREE: 0! or 1! is a branch of Tg. C is in
BranchEx1: output a program for 0! until you nd an m with 0m 62T . Then output a
program for 1!.
But a BranchOnl[A]-learner MA for C will eventually output a rst node on input
0n + 1n because 0! + 1! 2C. This node will be the same for 0n + 1! and 0! + 1n.
Thus, on one of the two trees MA fails to enumerate an innite recursive branch.
It is fundamental that Uni and BranchOnl are not included in BranchEx: The class
fTf: f2RECg (see Denition 4.7) is in Uni \BranchOnl but not in BranchEx since
REC is not in EX . This fundamental dierence between learning in the limit on the
one side and on-line learning and uniform computation on the other side is emphasized
by the following result, which shows that only omniscient oracles enable BranchEx to
overcome this dierence.
Theorem 7.4. A high,UniBranchEx[A],BranchOnl BranchEx[A].
Proof. If A is high then UniBranchEx[A] = TREE by Fact 7.2.4 and if Uni
BranchEx[A] then BranchOnl BranchEx[A] since BranchOnl Uni [14].
If BranchOnl is included in BranchEx[A] then fTf: f2RECg is in BranchEx[A].
This implies REC 2EX [A] and thus A high [10].
On the other side there are EX -branch learnable classes of trees for which innite
recursive branches cannot be computed uniformly. But in contrast to Theorem 7.4 Uni
does not need an omniscient oracle to capture BranchEx:
Corollary 7.5. BranchExUni[A],K6T A.
Proof. If BranchExUni[A] then BranchFin[K]Uni[A] (Fact 7.2.1) which implies
K6T A by Theorem 5.5. The other direction follows from [14, Proposition 19].
In analogy to the results about omniscient degrees, the oracles which give TUni as
much power as BranchEx are again one Turing jump higher than that of Uni:
Theorem 7.6. BranchExTUni[A],K 06T A.
Proof. ((): Follows from Corollary 7.5 and Fact 6.2.3:
BranchExUni[K]TUni[K 0]:
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()): For the other direction we slightly modify the trees Ten of Theorem 5.9 and code
e into the beginning of the trees:
Te := feks: #We; s6kg:
Recall that Te has an innite recursive branch i We is nite, and that in this case
#We6(1) for every innite branch  of Te. The class C := fTe: We is niteg is in
BranchEx:
First, decode e from the input. Then, in stage n output a program for ek! where
k = #We;n
If We is nite { i.e. Te 2C { then there exists an s with We = We; s. Thus, in all stage
n>s the procedure will output the same program which computes an innite recursive
branch of Te.
By hypothesis we get C2TUni[A] via some total g6T A. Now the following algo-
rithm decides Fin = fe: We niteg:
(I) Input e.
(II) Compute an index i of Te.
(III) Let j := g(i), i.e. an index of an innite branch of Te in the case that We is nite.
(IV) Compute k :=’j(1) if dened.
(V) If k = ’j(1) is undened or there is an s with #We; s>k then output \We is
innite", otherwise output \We is nite".
If We is nite then k = ’j(1) is dened and k>#We. Thus, in this case the algorithm
terminates with output \We is nite".
If We is innite then, if k = ’j(1) dened, there is an s with #We; s>k. Thus, in
this case the algorithm terminates with output \We is innite".
Let us now analyze the complexity of the algorithm. Step (iii) uses the oracle A,
and the steps (iv) and (v) are recursive in K . Since BranchExTUni[A]Uni[A]
we can conclude from Corollary 7.5 that K6T A. Thus, the algorithm is recursive in
A and K 0T Fin6T A.
Note that Theorem 6.4 can also be obtained as a direct conclusion from Corollary 7.5
and Theorem 7.6.
8. BC- and weak BC-style branch learning
In contrast to EX -style learning in BC-style learning the learner has only to converge
semantically to a correct controller. Note that there may be many correct controllers.
This is the reason why there are two notions of BC-style branch learning, while there
exists only one notion of BC-style function learning.
Denition 8.1. MA BC[A]-branch learns a tree T if on input T the machine MA
produces a sequence of guesses h0h1 : : : such that there is an innite recursive branch
f of T with ’hn = f for almost all n.
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MA weakly BC[A]- or WBC[A]-branch learns T if ’hn is an innite recursive branch
of T for almost all n.
C2BranchBC[A] and C2BranchWBC[A] for classes CTREE are dened sim-
ilar to the previous denitions (e.g. C2BranchEx[A] in Denition 7.1).
As in the case of nite versus EX -style branch learning it follows directly from
EX BC that BranchExBranchBC . The weak version of BC-style learning does
not appear in classical inductive inference since there is only one target object { namely
the input object itself. It was proven in [14] that BranchBC BranchWBC .
For the omniscient BC degrees there is no nice characterization known in inductive
inference. And the results in [10] suggest that there exists no nice one. Therefore it is
remarkable that such a characterization exists for BranchBC and BranchWBC:
Theorem 8.2. A is high,TREE 2BranchBC[A],TREE 2BranchWBC[A].
Proof. Fact 7.2.4. already states: If A is high then TREE 2BranchEx[A]. Since the
inclusion BranchExBranchBC BranchWBC relativizes to A, any high oracle is
omniscient for BranchBC and BranchWBC , too.
By coding e into the beginning of the trees Te from Theorem 5.9, the resulting class
of trees can be used to prove the reverse direction: For e2! we let
Ten := fekn: #We;n<kg;
T einf := fe0a0a1 : : : an: (8m6n)[#We>m^ am = s[#We; s>m]]g;
Te :=Ten [Teinft ;
C := fTe: e2!g:
For all e2!, it holds that if f is an innite branch of Te then f(1) = 0 i We
is innite. Assume that TREE 2BranchWBC[A]. Then C is in BranchWBC[A] via
some machine MA. From MA one can build an A-computable function, which decides
Inf = fe: We inniteg in the limit. We choose an u2REC such that ’u(e) = Te, and
let h(e; n) = MA(’u(e)  n) and m(e; s) = maxfn6s: ’h(e; n); s(1) #g. Then we dene
g(e; s) =

1 _−’h(e;m(e; s))(1) if m(e; s) exists,
0 otherwise.
Fix a tree Te 2C. Since MA is a BranchWBC-learner for C there exists an n0 such
that ’h(e; n) is a branch of Te for all n>n0. Then i = ’h(e; n0); s0 (1) is dened for some
s0>n0. Thus, m(e; s)>n0 for all s>s0. This implies that for all s>s0, g(e; s) = 1
if We is innite and g(e; s) = 0, otherwise. So, g decides Inf in the limit. Since
h is A-computable, m and g are A-computable, too. By the Limit Lemma we get
K 0T Inf 6T A0.
We now summarize the facts which follow from results in inductive inference by
modications of the corresponding proofs [10, 15]:
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Fact 8.3. (1) A high,BranchBC BranchEx[A] (from [15]).
(2) BranchEx[A]BranchBC,G(A) (from [15]).
(3) BranchBC[A] = BranchBC,G(A) (from [10]).
(4) For all r.e. A; B: BranchBC[A]BranchBC[B],A6T B or B high (from [15]).
In Theorem 7.4 we have seen that we need omniscient oracles A to capture Uni
and BranchOnl by BranchEx[A]. The following result shows that oracles A with
REC 2BC[A] suces to capture BranchOnl by BranchBC[A] and both, BranchOnl
and Uni, by BranchWBC[A]. This result is remarkable in the sense that BranchOnl
and Uni can be captured by oracles which are not omniscient for BranchWBC: While
some low oracle A allows to BC-identify REC [10] and so also allows to include
BranchOnl and Uni into BranchWBC[A], omniscient oracles for BranchWBC have
to be high.





Proof. (1)) (2): Assume C2BranchOnl via M . On input T 2C enumerate an innite
branch of T via M and BC[A]-learns an index for it.
(2)) (3): Obvious, since BranchBC[A]BranchWBC[A].
(3)) (1): From fTf: f2RECg2BranchOnl BranchWBC[A] (see Denition 4.7)
we directly get REC 2BC[A].
(1)) (4): Assume C2Uni via a total function g. On input T 2C we BC[A]-learn
an index for T , say by the sequence of guesses h1h2 : : : . Then g(h1)g(h2) : : : is a
sequence of guesses such that almost all compute an innite recursive branch of T .
(4)) (3): Obvious, since BranchOnl Uni.
Note that in the proof of (1)) (4) we can not conclude UniBranchBC since the
sequence h1; h2; : : : may contain innitely many dierent indices for T , and the branch
computed by g may depend on the indices for T , which g receives as
input.
The following theorem shows that we actually need an omniscient oracle A to cap-
ture Uni by BranchBC[A]. This gives a measure for the advantage of WBC-style
over BC-style branch learning. This advantage of WBC-style over BC-style branch
learning is additionally demonstrated by the result that for capturing BranchWBC by
BranchBC[A] also an omniscient oracle A is needed. As a corollary we get the exis-
tence of classes in Uni such that the uniform computation of branches depends on the
index of the input tree.
Theorem 8.5. A is high,UniBranchBC[A],BranchWBCBranchBC[A].
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Proof. Since high oracles are omniscient for BranchBC (Theorem 8.2) we only have
to show that UniBranchBC[A] and BranchWBC BranchBC[A] imply A high.
Assume that A is not high. Then there is a family of recursive functions S 2BC −
EX [A] [15]. We consider the class B(S) (see Denition 5.2). B(S) is in Uni by
Lemma 5.3. B(S) is also in BranchWBC:
From the input Rf(0); Rf(1); : : : extract an enumeration f(0); f(1); : : : for f. Apply
the BC-learner on f which yields a sequence h0h1 : : : of guesses for f such that
almost all guesses are correct. By Lemma 5.3 there is a g2REC with (8e)(8f)[’e =
f)’g(e) is an innite recursive branch of Rf]. Thus, g(h0)g(h1) : : : is a sequence of
guesses such that almost all compute an innite recursive branch or Rf.
Assume B(S)2BranchBC[A] via MA. We will show that this implies S 2EX [A]
which is a contradiction:
Translate the input sequence f(0); f(1); : : : for f2 S into an enumeration Rf(0);
Rf(1); : : : (Lemma 5.3). By Applying MA to Rfrestriction0; Rfrestriction1; : : : we get
a sequence of guesses h0h1 : : : which BC[A]-converges to an innite recursive branch
of Rf. Let k(n) := maxfm6n: ’hm;n(0) #g. Then (’hk(n) (0))n2! EX [A]-converges to
an index for f by Lemma 5.3.
Corollary 8.6. There exists a class C2Uni such that for all g with C2Uni via g:
(9T 2C)(9i; j)[i 6= j^’i = ’j = T ^’g(i) 6= ’g( j)]:
In Corollary 7.5 we have seen that BranchExUni[A] i A>T K . This result also
holds for BC-branch learning by the analogous proof, since Proposition 19 from [14]
actually states BranchBC Uni[K]:
Corollary 8.7. BranchBC Uni[A],A>T K .
What oracle do we need to capture BranchWBC by Uni[A]? The power of WBC-
style branch learning appears most clearly under this \Uni-oracle measure". The gap
between capturing BranchBC and BranchWBC by Uni[A] is a whole Turing jump.
BranchWBC is so powerful that only omniscient oracles give Uni[A] as much power:
Theorem 8.8. BranchWBC Uni[A],A>T K 0.
Proof. The direction (() follows by Fact 5.6. For the direction ()) we dene
Te := feka0 : : : an: (8m6n)[(#We;m6k) am = 0)^
(#We;m>k) #We>m^ am = t[#We; t>m])]g:
Let Uek := f: ek2Teg be the subtree above ek. If #We6k then Uk = 0!. If #We>k
then Uk contains an innite recursive branch i We is innite.
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The class C := fTe: e2!g is in BranchWBC:
Wait until you can decode e from the enumeration of Te. Then output in stage
s a program for eka0a1 : : : where k = #We; s and am = t[#We;m6k _ #We; t>m].
If We is nite then there is an s with We = We; s. Thus, for k = #We; s we have Uk = 0!
and all guesses from stage s on will compute the branch ek0!. If We is innite then
every ekUk contains an innite recursive branch and every guess computes such a
branch. (Note that in this case the learner produces innitely many dierent branches.)
Since BranchWBC Uni[A] there is a partial A-recursive g with C2Uni[A] via g.
We choose an h2REC with Te = ’h(e) for all e. Note that range(h) dom(g). Then
Inf = fe: We inniteg is recursively enumerable in A, since Inf = fe: (9s)[#We; s>
’g(h(e))(1)]g. Let k = ’g(h(e))(1). If #We; s>k then ekUk contains an innite recursive
branch, since C2Uni via g. Then We must be innite because of #We; s>k. And if We
is innite then there certainly exists an s with #We; s>’g(h(e))(1).
The fact that Inf is recursively enumerable in A implies Inf 6T A as shown in the
proof of Theorem 5.12. Thus, A>T Inf T K 0.
A similar result can be obtained for the comparison of BranchWBC with TUni:
Theorem 8.9. BranchWBC TUni[A],A>T K 00.
Proof. The direction (() follows by Theorem 6.3. For the other direction ()) we
slightly modify the trees of Theorem 6.3 by coding e into the beginning of Te:
Te := feka0 : : : an: (8m6n)[am = s[fk; : : : ; k + mgWe; s]]g:
Recall that Te contains innite recursive branches i We is conite, and that every
innite recursive branch  of Te satises max We<(1). The class C := fTe: We coniteg
is in BranchWBC:
Decode e from the input. Then in stage n output a program for n := ena0a1 : : :
where am = s[fn; : : : ; n+ mgWe; s].
If the input tree Te is in C { i.e., We is conite { then almost all n are innite branches
of Te.
By hypothesis we get C2TUni[A] via some total g6T A. Since TUni[A]Uni[A]
it follows A>T K 0 by Theorem 8.8.
Let h2REC with (8e)[’h(e) = Te] be given. Then We is conite i
(I) ’g(h(e)) is total and
(II) ’g(h(e)) is an branch of Te.
Note that we use the totality of g since g(h(e)) converges for all e, not only for
e with We conite, i.e., Te 2 C. The index g(h(e)) is computable in A. Step (I) is
recursive in K 06T A and step (II) is recursive in K<TA. At all it follows K 00T fe: We
coniteg6T A.
In summary, BranchBC and BranchWBC have the same omniscient degrees and
behave similar when compared to BranchOnl. But in the comparisons with Uni the
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two BC-style branch learning notions behave very dierent. The two notions dier also
with respect to their trivial degrees:
Theorem 8.10. (1) BranchWBC[A] = BranchWBC,A is recursive.
(2) For all A6T K: BranchWBC[A]BranchWBC[B],A6T B or B high.
Proof. We rst prove part(2):
((): Follows from Fact 4.4 and Theorem 8.2.
()): Since A6T K , by the Limit Lemma there is a total computable function u :
!2 ! ! with A = x: lims!1 u(x; s). Let f2REC be given. We combine the con-
structions of the trees Rf in 5.2 and the trees Tx in Theorem 5.5 to dene recursive
trees Qf:
Qf := fef(e)a0 : : : aeb0 : : : bn: (8m6n)
[bm = t[t>bm−1 ^’e; t(m) #= f(m)^ (8x6e)[u(x; t) = ax]]]g:
Hereby, we set b−1 = −1. Qf has an innite recursive branch  with e4  i ’e = f,
in which case the innite recursive branch < e is unique and eA(0) : : : A(e)4 .
Assume that B is not high. Then there is a family of recursive functions S 2BC −
EX [B] [15]. We consider the class C := fQf: f2 Sg. Analogously to the trees Rf
(Lemma 5.3) one can eectively translate an enumeration of Qf into an enumeration
of f. Moreover, from f one can compute uniformly in A an innite recursive branch
of Qf:
Given the index e of f output a program for e’e(e)A(0) : : : A(e)b0b1 : : : where
bm := ( t>bm−1)[’e; t(m) # ^ (8x6e)[u(x; t) = A(x)]].
Note that in contrast to the trees Rf, here we need the oracle A to compute from f an
innite recursive branch of Qf. Now, one shows C2BranchWBC[A] similarly to the
proof of B(S)2BranchWBC (Theorem 8.2): Translate the enumeration for Qf into
one for f. From this enumeration BC-learn an index for f. On the resulting sequence
of guesses for f apply the above A-recursive procedure for uniform computation of
innite branches.
Since BranchWBC[A]BranchWBC[B] the class C is also in BranchWBC[B] via
some machine MB.
Assume that MB converges on all T 2C to a nite set of innite recursive branches,
i.e., f’MB(Tn): n2!g is nite for all T 2C. Then the machine
NB(Tn) :=MB(Tmaxfm6n: ’MB(Tm); n(0)#g);
where max ;=0 by convention, converges for all Qf to a nite set of programs for f,
i.e., there is an n0 such that fNB(Qfn): n>n0g is a nite set of programs, which
compute innite recursive branches of Qf. Since enumerations for f can be eectively
translated into enumerations for Qf, and ’(0) =f for every innite recursive branch
of Qf, it follows that S 2FEX [B] =EX [B] (see [7]), which is a contradiction.
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Hence, there is a tree T 2C such that MB converges on T to an innite set of
innite recursive branches of T , i.e., f’MB(Tn): n2!g is innite. We choose an n0
such that MB(Tn) is an innite recursive branch for all n>n0. By denition, the tree
T has for all e at most one innite recursive branch  with e4 . Thus, for each x2!
there is an n>n0 such that ’MB(Tn)(0)>x. Setting s(x) := n>n0[’MB(Tn)(0)>x] the
procedure x:’MB(Ts(x))(x + 2) decides A relative in B, i.e., A6T B.
Proof of part(1): BranchWBC[A] =BranchWBC implies BC[A] =BC via the trees
Tf from Denition 4.7:
S 2BC[A]
)fTf: f2 Sg2BranchBC[A]BranchWBC[A] =BranchWBC
) S 2BC :
Thus, G(A) and in particular A6T K holds. By (2) we get A6T ;.
9. Equivalence between binary and arbitrary trees
When we consider the concept of branch learning as a model for process learn-
ing, it seems more natural to dene the trees over a nite alphabet. This is be-
cause the states of the process and the actions of the controller actually are bounded.
It is clear that trees over a nite alphabet can always be coded as trees over f0; 1g.
But in theoretical considerations proofs often get more simple if we work with ar-
bitrary trees, i.e., trees over the innite alphabet !. In this section we show that
it does not matter whether we base the denition on arbitrary trees or on binary
trees. TREE0;1 := fT 2TREE: T is a binary treeg denotes the set of all binary trees in
TREE . We will use the following well known fact (see e.g. [25, Proposition V.5.25]):
Fact 9.1. There is an innite recursive binary tree eT without innite recursive
branches. eT has innitely many leafs (i.e.; 2 eT with 0; 1 62 eT ). The set L := f:  is
a leaf of eTg is decidable; thus there is an eective enumeration of L without repeti-
tions; which we denote by 0; 1; : : : :
Theorem 9.2. For all CTREE ; there is a class BTREE0;1; such that for all
criteria Crit; which we consider in this paper; and all oracles A:
B2Crit[A] , C2Crit[A]:
Proof. For an arbitrary T 2TREE let
ST := fa0 : : : an: a0 : : : an 2T ^ 2 eTg:
ST is recursive: To decide 2 ST rst compute the decomposition = a0 : : : an such
that  6=  and no prex of  is in L. This decomposition is computable and unique,














Fig. 1. Reductions between T and ST .
since L is decidable and there are no 0; 00 2L with 0 00. If 0 2L then 0= a for
a= k[k = 0]. Now, 2L i a0 : : : an 2T and 2 eT .
If a0a1 : : : is an innite recursive branch of T , then clearly a0a1 : : : is an innite
recursive branch of ST . And if  is an innite branch of ST then
 either = a0a1 : : : for an innite branch a0a1 : : : of T .  is recursive i a0a1 : : : is
recursive.
 Or = a0 : : : an for a nonrecursive innite branch  of eT , in which case  is also
not recursive.
It follows that ST is in TREE0;1. We set B := fST : T 2Cg.
The idea of the proof is to reduce the Crit[A]-procedures for B and C to each
other as illustrated in Fig. 1. E.g., assume B2Crit[A] via MA. From MA we can
build a Crit[A]-procedure for C by translating an input tree T 2C into the tree ST
(transformation 	1). On ST we apply the machine MA which yields an innite recursive
branch ST of ST . From the branch ST we then compute an innite recursive branch
T of T (transformation 1). The reduction for the other direction (reducing B to C)
works analogously.
Therefore, we have to show that the transformations 	i and i can be done eectively
according to the requirements of the dierent criteria. In general we say that YX can
be computed uniformly from X 2X, where X 2X and YX are decidable sets, if there
is a partial recursive function g such that
(8e)(8X 2X)[’e=X ) g(e)#^’g(e) =YX ]:
Enumerations of (the characteristic functions of) sets X 2X can be translated eec-
tively into enumerations of (the characteristic functions of) YX if there are computable
functions h1; h2 such that for all X 2X and all n2!:
YX (n)= h1(X h2(n)):
All learning criteria require that the transformations  i translate enumerations of T and
ST eectively into each other. Uni requires that T and ST can be computed uniformly
from each other. For the output transformations i only BranchOnl requires translation
of enumerations. All other criteria need uniform computations between T and ST .
If enumerations for X 2X can be translated eectively into enumerations for YX ,
then YX can obviously also be computed uniformly from X . Thus, it remains to show
the statements about eective translations of enumerations.
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It follows from the decision procedure for ST described above that given the value
of T (a0 : : : an) one can compute ST () { where = a0 : : : an is decomposed as above.
Thus, an enumeration of T can eectively be translated into an enumeration for ST .
The converse { that an enumeration of ST can be be translated eectively into an
enumeration of T { holds since
a0 : : : an 2T , (a0 : : : an02 ST _ a0 : : : an12 ST ):
It directly follows from the above argumentation about the innite branches of T and
ST that the enumerations of innite recursive branches of T and ST can be translated
eectively into each other.
Theorem 2.1 from Section 2 directly follows from the above theorem.
10. Conclusion
In this work we determined, under very general assumptions, the exact \oracle dis-
tance" between several criteria of success for the task of learning a branch of a tree.
Fig. 2 summarizes most of our results (the results about TUni are not contained).
We have seen that the inference degrees of all considered criteria coincide in most
cases with the Turing degrees. This holds generally for BranchFin and BranchOnl;
for Uni, TUni and BranchWBC this holds at least on the oracles below K ; and for
BranchEx and BranchBC this holds at least on the r.e. degrees. The criteria Uni and
TUni are the only criteria for which we can state oracles A; B not in the omniscient
degree, such that A 6 B but for corresponding synthesis machines the oracle B is at
least as useful as A. It would be interesting to see whether such pairs of oracles also
exist for the other criteria, or in other words, what happens on the set of those oracles
for which we could not prove the correspondence of Turing and inference degrees?
The trivial degrees of all learning criteria, except BranchEx and BranchBC , turned
out to contain exactly the computable sets. The trivial degrees of BranchEx and
BranchBC contain exactly those oracles A satisfying G(A).
BranchFin and BranchOnl do not have an omniscient degree. The omniscient degree
of Uni and TUni coincide with the cones above K 0 and K 00, respectively, while the
omniscient degrees of BranchEx, BranchBC and BranchWBC comprise exactly the
high degrees.
Thus, for those criteria which have corresponding counterparts in function identi-
cation the results in branch learning and in function identication are similar, up to
the omniscient degree of BranchBC and BranchWBC . Here it is interesting that the
omniscient oracles for BranchBC and BranchWBC are exactly the high oracles while
for BC-style function identication there are also non-high omniscient oracles.
The oracle distance between Uni on the one side and the branch learning criteria
BranchEx, BranchBC and BranchWBC on the other side are of particular
interest, since they reect the dierence between the classical synthesis approach and
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 BranchFin[B] BranchOnl[B] Uni[B]
BranchFin[A] A6T B A6T B A6T K : A6T B
BranchOnl[A] never A6T B A6T K : A6T B
A PA-compl.: K 06T B
Uni[A] never never A6T K : A6T B
B 6>T K : A6T B
A; B>T K : A6T B_
K 06T B
BranchEx[A] never a never A= ;: K6T B
BranchBC[A] never a never A= ;: K6T B
BranchWBC[A] never a never K 06T B
2TREE never a never K 06T B
 BranchEx[B] BranchBC[B] BranchWBC[B]
BranchFin[A] A6T K a;b A6T K a;b A6T K a;b
BranchOnl[A] B high A= ;: REC 2BC[B] A= ;: REC 2BC[B]
Uni[A] B high B high A= ;: REC 2BC[B]
BranchEx[A] B= ;: G(A) a B= ;: G(A) a B= ;: G(A) a
A r.e.: A6T B_
B high a
BranchBC[A] B high a B= ;: G(A) a B= ;: G(A) a
A r.e.: A6T B_
B high a
BranchWBC[A] B high a B high A6T K : A6T B
B= ;: A6T ;
2TREE B high a B high B high
a Follows from the literature.
b Is only a sucient condition.
Fig. 2. Summary of oracle distances. Each entry characterizes the oracles A; B for which, under the given
assumption, Crit1[A]Crit2[B] or 2TREE Crit2[B] holds.
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the modern machine learning approach to process control. Here, we have seen that
only BranchWBC has non-omniscient oracles which suce to capture Uni. In the
reverse direction, already a K-oracle, which is a whole Turing jump below the om-
niscient Uni-degree, gives an Uni-machine as much power as a BranchBC-learner.
However, in order to capture WBC-branch learning, Uni also needs an omniscient
oracle, that is, an oracle above K 0. From another point of view, this shows that the
advantage of learning over synthesis corresponds to a K-oracle in case of BranchEx
and BranchBC , and to a K 0-oracle in case of BranchWBC . On the other hand, the
advantage of synthesis over BranchEx- and BranchBC-learning corresponds to an high
oracle, which need not be above K . Furthermore, when measuring the advantage of
synthesis over BranchWBC-learning, this measure even goes down to low oracles.
We have not given a characterization of those oracles A; B for which BranchFin[A]
Crit[B] holds, where Crit2fBranchEx;BranchBC ;BranchWBCg. As we think, the
oracle distance between nite learning and EX=BC-style learning should rst be con-
sidered in the function identication framework. As far as we know, there do not exist
any results concerning this problem, besides the folklore result that FIN[K]EX .
Our investigation of oracle problems has two nice side eects. First, we got, in some
cases, easier or clearer proofs for separation results from [14]. In particular, this holds,
from our point of view, for BranchWBC 6BranchBC and Uni 6BranchOnl. Second,
the study of oracle problems for branch learning yielded a rich set of construction
methods for computable trees, which may also be useful in other contexts.
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